Accessories

Li-Ion Battery (2000mAh)
Bl2006

Switching Power Adapter
PS1014

MCU Rapid-rate Charger
(for Li-Ion/ Ni-MH batteries)
CH10A04

Belt Clip BC12

Leather Strap RO04

UHF&GPS ANTENNA
AN0435H02

Optional Accessories

Earpiece with on-MIC PTT &
Remote Speaker Microphone Transparent Acoustic Tube
(IP57) SM18N2
EAN16

D-earset with in-Line
Microphone EHN12

Earbud with on-MIC
PTT ESN10

Specifications

3-Wire Surveillance Earpiece with
Transparent Acoustic Tube (beige)
EAN17

Six-Unit Switching Power
PS7002

Leather Carrying Case
(swivel) LCY003

Programming Cable
(USB Port) PC38

PD785
Digital Two-Way Radio

Fully compliant to the DMR standard, the PD785 keeps users
well-informed in various scenarios, while offering a solution of
efficient real-time communication and fleet management with
versatile functionalities. This radio has an ergonomic design
and a user-friendly interface. The PD 785 is your way of
optimizing your organization's efficiency on the job.

Hytera Communication Corporation Limited

Additional Features
Versatile Voice Calls
Intelligent signaling of PD785 supports various voice call types, including Individual Call, Group
Call, All Call and Late Entry.
Message
PD785 supports transmission and reception of short text message and predefined status
message.
Emergency
PD785 is equipped with multiple emergency alarm methods such as Man Down and Silent
Emergency, enabling you to get instant help in case of a critical event.
Scan
This function allows you to listen to communication activities on other channels so that you can
keep a close track of your team members.
DM & RM Operation Modes
RM: radios can communicate with each other via a repeater.
DM: radios can communicate with each other directly.
Multiple Signalings Available
PD785 supports 2-Tone*, 5-Tone*, HDC1200* and CTCSS/CDCSS.
12.5 /20 /25kHz Channel Spacing
Vibration alert
Get voice call and message in time in noisy environment or low volume mode, no information
omitted.
Software Upgradable
With this function, you can enjoy more powerful features without buying a new machine.

Product Highlights
Industrial Design Features

Superior Voice
With the combined application of
advanced codec and digital errorcorrection technology, the PD785 is
capable of ensuring you superior voice
with a wider coverage.
High Frequency Spectrum Efficiency
Benefiting from TDMA technology,
PD785 allows twice the users to share
the same channel. This is a big help to
relieve the stress of increasing
shortage in spectrum resource.
Durable Battery
Compared with an analog radio, the
PD785 can obtain an extra 40%
operating time at the same output
power.

Ergonomic Design
- Compact and light weight structural
design makes the PD785 easy to carry
and operate.
- Large-sized HD color LCD display
and big push-buttons facilitate your
access to various functions.
- The globally patented antenna
design ensures convenient operation
and remarkable GPS* performance.
Reliable Quality
The PD785 is strictly compliant with
MIL-STD-810 C/D/E/F and IP57
standards, ensuring outstanding
performance in harsh environments.

Versatile Services
In addition to conventional
communication services, PD785
features rich digital services and
optional functions such as Message,
GPS*, High-speed Data Transmission*,
Man Down
Further Development Port
The reserved port in PD785 allows
users or any third party to further
develop other helpful functions.

Two knobs with the antenna in the
middle facilitate smooth eyes-off
operation.

Clear status indication
with tri-color LED

Compliant with MILSTD-810 C/D/E/F
and IP57 standards

Dual Modes
The PD785 can operate in either
analog or digital mode. Accordingly,
you can get rid of worries about its
compatibility with the analog system
that you are using, and just enjoy the
benefits it brings.
Secure Communication
The PD785 is furnished with an
enhanced digital encryption capability.
Eavesdropping issues are no longer a
problem now that your communications
are fully secured.

Integrated GPS
antenna

Large-sized HD color LCD
display enables you to
access your desired
information with ease even
under bright sunlight.

Comfortable operation
with big push-buttons

Covert speaker with quality
audio and smart look

Free of operation fatigue
thanks to dual-color
injection molding

